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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Thirtieth Day: Sunday, September 3, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 238-64-44-51—27%W, 67%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)DOS CUERNOS: He’s at his best going three-quarters; fits on this level  
(#6)COLONEL SWINSON: Fits in the conditioned $16K ranks; tighter  
(#5)AIN’T IN NO HURRY: Aptly named 8-year-old has never run a bad one 
(#1)ARLEN’S PROSPECT: Drops, gets hood; interest increases as odds rise 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-5-1 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)RANGERS FUNNY GIRL: Pace factor had excuse in last poor turf effort  
(#1)BABY RUN TO ME: Smart win for a nickel last time; right back for $5K 
(#7)FOG HAPPENS: Half of a solid uncoupled Asmussen entry; likes course 
(#2)DISONES PRETTY: Gets a pocket trip under Court; loves minor awards 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-7-2 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)GYPSY JANIE: Barn excels with 2YOS; powerful jock/trainer combo  
(#5)FLATOUT HAPPY: Gray miss will likely improve in second career start 
(#8)SHAKER BAKER: Sneaky good race out of the box for Hartman 
(#9)LONELY PETUNIA: Useful third on debut over speed-favoring strip  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-8-9 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)THAMAAN: Great form since dropping in for $7,500; 2-turns O.K.  
(#5)THE LAST PROPHET: Hasn’t missed the exacta off the claim 
(#4)GLITNIR: Drops like a bad habit for new barn; Jon Court up a plus 
(#7)MR. HAIRE: Turf form is honest; will benefit from a cut in the ground  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-4-7 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)NATCHEZ PASS: Bay miss has honest main track form; $5K fits 
(#6)BUDGET CUT: She’s at her best at an eight-furlong trip on dirt 
(#1)TICKETY BOO: Improved in first start off the claim; dirt the x-factor 
(#4)THREE NATTY PATTY: Exits the key race; makes second start for $5K 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-1-4 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)OVER RIDER: Has experience edge & sire gets runners; route-to-sprint 
(#7)CROSSWALK: Bred to sprint and has extensive, gap-free work tab 
(#6)TENKOZ: $525,000 son of Malibu Moon sitting on a sharp breeze 
(#5)MAJESTIC FORCE: $200K colt comes from barn that excels with 2YOS 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-6-5 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)MR. CHOW: Hard-knocking veteran in the money three of last four 
(#6)LOMCEVAK: Outfit hits at a solid clip off the claim; dirt-to-turf a plus 
(#1)SOLITARY RANGER: Back to “Cat Man’s” lair; pace factor on hedge 
(#3)MYSTERY TRAIN(ARG): Seven-year-old on the drop; Cox juggernaut 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-3 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#2)TIZ A TREASURE: Good second despite wide post draw in debut run 
(#8)GRETOUKI: Hooked a nice filly right out of the box; plenty of upside 
(#6)SPANKY: Chestnut miss attracts Lanerie; barn winning at gaudy clip 
(#9)SILVER TURNS GOLD: Van Berg barn scorching-hot at the tilt; fitter 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-6-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#8)DART TOSS: Barn hits at a solid rate off extended layoffs; fits on class 
(#1)OURS AGAIN: Drops in for a career low tag for Maker; hedge + C. Lan 
(#3)LOVELL: On the drop for Kobiskie; dirt-to-turf angle has mild appeal 
(#7)ARMY GREY: Improving sort was the recipient of a wide trip last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-3-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


